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Here’s the faster, easier way to keep dogs safe and at home. New INNOTEK® ULTRASMART™ in-ground 
fencing systems set a new standard for pet containment. The difference is in the sleek streamlined comfortable 
collar -- 30% smaller and lighter than other containment receivers. The collar’s built-in ReadyTest™ technology of-
fers 3 key benefits. It tells when the collar is ready and working, and shares graduated status of the battery. You 
even get a pleasant audible tone that assures proper collar contact with the dog’s neck! 
A PATENTED INNOTEK® EXCLUSIVE!

ULTRASMART™ In-Ground Pet Fencing.
We’ve taken elements of our best-selling in-ground fencing and added the collar that consumers told us they want! 
Sleek integrated collar is lighter and more comfortable than other containment solutions. ReadyFit™ assures posi-
tive skin contact. The system transmitter features 24/7 battery backup, so that the containment system operates 
even if there’s a neighborhood power failure. Ask about our Express Install system! 

ULTRASMART™ Contain & Train
Only INNOTEK™ can offer containment and remote training systems in one package. The 
comfortable ULTRASMART™ collar does double duty, both as a containment collar and 
as a remote training collar. Train in the yard, or outside the property. System includes all 
elements of our ULTRASMART™ in-ground fencing system, plus an ultra-small pocket-sized 
controller. Training features 7 levels of stimulation, tone-only training, and more.

ULTRASMART™ Contain & ZONES
Pet containment is made even more handy with the addition of ZONES pet proofing bar-
riers. The ULTRASMART™ collar works to contain the dog in the yard, and teaches him to 
avoid areas in the home – trash cans, kitchen counters, fine furniture. System includes all 

Collar the Market on In-Ground Fencing

SKU DESCRIPTION
IUC-4100 In-ground Pet Fencing System
IUC-4200 Express In-ground Fence
IUC-5100 Contain & Train
IUC-5200 Contain & ZONES
IUC-4225 Extra Collar Receiver, In-ground Fencing
IUC-5225 Extra Collar Receiver, Contain & Train

You’ll always know 
the system is ready 

and working!
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